
                                    

Present:- Sri N. J. Haque, CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur 

Tezpur PS Case No-487 of 2022 
GR Case No-875 of 2022 

U/S-395 of IPC R/W Sec-25(1-A) of Arms Act. 
 

ORDER 

18.04.2022 

C.R put up today along with bail petition no-424/2022 filed by 

petitioner named Md. Baharul Islam praying bail of accused 

person, named, Sri Jijabur Rahman.    

Heard both the sides and perused the petition with the case 

record.  

On perusal of the case record it unveiled before this court 

that criminal law sets in motion closely on 08.04.2022 lodging 

an ejahar by the informant named Sri Adarsh Tibrewal 

alleging that on the said date at about 4 AM, he received a 

call from his manager named Sri Rajib Roy Choudhury that 

some dacoits entered into their stockyard called Mahabhairav 

Auto LLP situated at Gatanga Kahdil under Tezpur PS armed 

with firearms, sharp weapons, dagger and knives in their 

hands. It is also stated that they overpowered their two 

security guards, tied them, closed their eyes, broke the 

doors, took the keys of vehicles, matched them with the 

standing vehicles and then took away the vehicles. It is 

further stated that when they had left, one of security guards 

somehow untied himself freed the other one and then 

reached for help. The dacoits were around twelve in number.   

Subsequently, Tezpur PS Case No-487 of 2022 was registered 

under section-395 of IPC, R/W Sec-25 (1-A) of Arms Act and 

thereafter, accused named Jijabur Rahman along with Sri 

Ahoto Zhimo, Deepjyoti Sarmah @ Diganta Sarmah, 

Sahabuddin, Hakim Ali, Dulal Ali, Romduk Lego, Amir Hussain 

@ Abu Hussain and Manoj Balari were apprehended and  
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produced them before the court and since then they have 

been languishing in judicial custody.   

At this stage without entering into the merits of entire dispute 

in hand this court finds that the investigation is pending at 

premature stage.  

The alleged offence is non-bailable and cognizable in nature. 

The nature of alleged offence deserves meticulous 

investigation. More also, the I.O also deserves a fare chance 

to open the entire jacket from the alleged incident holding a 

proper and comprehensive investigation.   

Therefore, bearing in mind all the aspect this court not finds 

anything sensible upon which the bail prayer of accused 

person, named, Jijabur Rahman may be considered at this 

stage. More also, release of the accused person from judicial 

custody may hamper and temper the investigation of this 

case.      

Hence, in the result bail prayer of the accused stands 

rejected due to devoid of any merits.  

Inform all the concerned.   

 

      Sri N. J. Haque 
          Chief Judicial Magistrate 
             Sonitpur, Tezpur 


